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What Is Global History? 2017-08-29 the first comprehensive overview of the innovative new discipline of global history until very
recently historians have looked at the past with the tools of the nineteenth century but globalization has fundamentally altered our
ways of knowing and it is no longer possible to study nations in isolation or to understand world history as emanating from the west
this book reveals why the discipline of global history has emerged as the most dynamic and innovative field in history one that takes
the connectedness of the world as its point of departure and that poses a fundamental challenge to the premises and methods of
history as we know it what is global history provides a comprehensive overview of this exciting new approach to history the book
addresses some of the biggest questions the discipline will face in the twenty first century how does global history differ from other
interpretations of world history how do we write a global history that is not eurocentric yet does not fall into the trap of creating new
centrisms how can historians compare different societies and establish compatibility across space what are the politics of global
history this in depth and accessible book also explores the limits of the new paradigm and even its dangers the question of whom
global history should be written for and much more written by a leading expert in the field what is global history shows how by
understanding the world s past as an integrated whole historians can remap the terrain of their discipline for our globalized present
A Global History of the Developing World 2013-10-15 a global history of the developing world takes a sweeping look at the
historical foundations of the problems of developing world society encompassing asia latin america and africa the book centralizes the
struggle for self determination in an attempt to understand how the current nation states have been formed and what their future may
hold although concentrating on the modern era its scope is broad it covers geography ancient and modern history economics politics
and recent events the book features twelve chapters organized into 4 thematic units each containing one chapter on each of the three
continents these units cover different commonly experienced phenomena among the peoples of the developing world imperialism
nationalism globalization and development the first three are chronological while the last surveys and analyzes the scholarly debates
over the causes of development and underdevelopment through these chapters christopher m white presents a wide ranging study of
the major themes in studies of the developing world including slavery imperialism religion free and fair trade democratization and
economic development including detailed profiles of key figures as well as maps and illustrations a global history of the developing
world vividly illustrates the culture personalities and histories of a key subject area a perfect introduction for all students interested in
the developing world in a historical context
Horizons 2022-03-24 superb sunday times revolutionary alice roberts hugely important jim al khalili a radical retelling of the history of
science that foregrounds the scientists erased from history in this major retelling of the history of science from 1450 to the present
day james poskett explodes the myth that science began in europe the blinkered western gaze focusing on individual genius
copernicus newton darwin einstein was only one part of the story the reality was an utterly global non linear pattern of cross
fertilization competition cooperation and outright conflict each rupture in history carved fresh channels for global exchange here for
the first time poskett celebrates how scientists from africa america asia and the pacific were integral to this very human story we
meet graman kwasi the african botanist who discovered a new cure for malaria hantaro nagaoka the japanese scientist who first
described the structure of the atom and zhao zhongyao the chinese physicist who discovered antimatter remarkable challenges almost
everything we know about science in the west jerry brotton author of a history of the world in 12 maps perspective shattering caroline
sanderson the bookseller editor s choice horizons upends traditional accounts of the history of science rebecca wragg sykes author of



kindred poskett deftly blends the achievements of little known figures into the wider history of science brims with clarity chris allnutt
financial times
The Global History Reader 2005 review the global history reader is essential reading for all students with an interest in learning
more about this definitive new area of historical study book jacket
Maoism 2019-03-14 a landmark work giving a global panorama of mao s ideology filled with historic events and enlivened by striking
characters jonathan fenby author of the penguin history of china since the 1980s china seems to have abandoned the utopian turmoil
of mao s revolution in favour of authoritarian capitalism but mao and his ideas remain central to the people s republic with
disagreements between china and the west on the rise the need to understand the political legacy of mao is urgent and growing a
crucial motor of the cold war maoism shaped the course of the vietnam war and brought to power the khmer rouge in cambodia it
aided anti colonial resistance movements in africa it inspired terrorism in germany and italy and wars and insurgencies in peru india
and nepal some of which are still with us today starting with the birth of mao s revolution in northwest china in the 1930s and
concluding with its violent afterlives in south asia and resurgence in the people s republic today julia lovell re evaluates maoism as
both a chinese and an international force linking its evolution in china with its global legacy wonderful andrew marr new statesman
World in the Making 2019 featuring a renowned author team and the best recent scholarship world in the making a global history is
the first world history text to explore both the global and local dimensions of world history abundant full color maps and images along
with other special pedagogical features that highlight the lives and voices of the world s peoples make this new synthesis accessible
and memorable for students all at an affordable low price
Global Perspectives on Global History 2011-08-04 in recent years historians across the world have become increasingly interested
in transnational and global approaches to the past however the debates surrounding this new border crossing movement have
remained limited in scope as theoretical exchanges on the tasks responsibilities and potentials of global history have been largely
confined to national or regional academic communities in this groundbreaking book dominic sachsenmaier sets out to redress this
imbalance by offering a series of new perspectives on the global and local flows sociologies of knowledge and hierarchies that are an
intrinsic part of historical practice taking the united states germany and china as his main case studies he reflects upon the character
of different approaches to global history as well as their social political and cultural contexts he argues that this new global trend in
historiography needs to be supported by a corresponding increase in transnational dialogue cooperation and exchange
グローバル・ヒストリーとは何か 2012-08 注目を浴びる新たな歴史学の潮流への入門書
Discovering the Global Past 2011-03-14 this successful world history reader in the popular discovering series contains a six part
pedagogical framework that guides readers through the process of historical inquiry and explanation each chapter is organized within
the same pedagogical framework the problem background the method the evidence questions to consider and epilogue the text
emphasizes historical study as interpretation rather than memorization of data the fourth edition integrates new documents and
revised coverage throughout while the comparative chapters contribute to a more thorough and balanced examination of global
history
Global History, Globally 2018-02-22 in recent years historians in many different parts of the world have sought to transnationalize
and globalize their perspectives on the past despite all these efforts to gain new global historical visions however the debates



surrounding this movement have remained rather provincial in scope global history globally addresses this lacuna by surveying the
state of global history in different world regions divided into three distinct but tightly interweaved sections the book s chapters
provide regional surveys of the practice of global history on all continents review some of the research in four core fields of global
history and consider a number of problems that global historians have contended with in their work the authors hail from various
world regions and are themselves leading global historians collectively they provide an unprecedented survey of what today is the
most dynamic field in the discipline of history as one of the first books to systematically discuss the international dimensions of global
historical scholarship and address a wealth of questions emanating from them global history globally is a must read book for all
students and scholars of global history
Provincializing Global History 2020-01-07 a microhistory of eighteenth century systemic change that places ordinary french lives
alongside global advances provincializing global history explores the subtle transformation of the coastal province of the languedoc in
the eighteenth century mining a wealth of archival sources james livesey unveils how provincial elites and peasant households
unwittingly created new practices managing local political institutions establishing new credit systems building networks of natural
historians and introducing new plants and farm machinery to the region opened up the inhabitants of the province to new norms and
standards the practices were gradually embedded in daily life and allowed the province to negotiate the new worlds of industrial
society and capitalism
The Global History of Paleopathology 2011-05-01 the global history of paleopathology is the first comprehensive global compendium
on the history of paleopathology an interdisciplinary scientific discipline that focuses on the study of ancient disease offering
perspectives from regions that have traditionally had long histories of paleopathology such as the united states and parts of europe
this volume also presents important work by an international roster of scholars who are writing their own regional and cultural
histories in the field the book identifies major thinkers and figures who have contributed to paleopathology as well as significant
organizations and courses that have sponsored scientific research and communication most notably the paleopathology association the
volume concludes with an eye towards the future of the discipline discussing methods and research at the leading edge of
paleopathology particularly those that employ the analysis of ancient dna and isotopes
A Global History of Doping in Sport 2016-03-22 from turn of the century horseracing to the monolithic anti doping attitudes now
supported by sporting organizations the development of anti doping ideology has spread throughout modern sport yet heretofore few
historians have explored the many ways that international sport has responded to doping this book seeks to fill that gap by examining
different aspects of sport s global efforts to respond to athletes doping by incorporating cultural political and feminist histories that
examine international responses to doping this special issue aims to better articulate the narrative of doping the work starts with the
first mention of doping in any sport it examines not only the first efforts to ban doping but also the athletes who sought performance
enhancers focusing on specific framing events authors in this issue examine how history of doping and how it has indelibly marked the
sporting landscape the result is a work with both breadth and focus from stories of japanese swimmers to italian runners to american
jockeys the work spans the range of doping history at the same time the authors remain focused around one single issue the history of
doping in sport this bookw as published as a special issue of the international journal of the history of sport
Circulations in the Global History of Art 2016-03-03 the project of global art history calls for balanced treatment of artifacts and a



unified approach this volume emphasizes questions of transcultural encounters and exchanges as circulations it presents a strategy
that highlights the processes and connections among cultures and also responds to the dynamics at work in the current globalized art
world the editors introduction provides an account of the historical background to this approach to global art history stresses the
inseparable bond of theory and practice and suggests a revaluation of materialist historicism as an underlying premise individual
contributions to the book provide an overview of current reflection and research on issues of circulation in relation to global art
history and the globalization of art past and present they offer a variety of methods and approaches to the treatment of different
periods regions and objects surveying both questions of historiography and methodology and presenting individual case studies an
afterword by james elkins gives a critique of the present project the book thus deliberately leaves discussion open inviting future
responses to the large questions it poses
Teaching Recent Global History 2014-03-05 teaching recent global history explores innovative ways to teach world history
beginning with the early 20th century the authors unique approach unites historians social studies teachers and educational
curriculum specialists to offer historically rich pedagogically innovative and academically rigorous lessons that help students connect
with and deeply understand key events and trends in recent global history highlighting the best scholarship for each major continent
the text explores the ways that this scholarship can be adapted by teachers in the classroom in order to engage and inspire students
each of the eight main chapters highlights a particularly important event or theme which is then complemented by a detailed
discussion of a particular methodological approach key features include an overarching narrative that helps readers address historical
arguments relevant primary documents or artifacts plus a discussion of a particular historical method well suited to teaching about
them lesson plans suitable for both middle and secondary level classrooms document based questions and short bibliographies for
further research on the topic this invaluable book is ideal for any aspiring or current teacher who wants to think critically about how
to teach world history and make historical discussions come alive for students
The Prospect of Global History 2016-02-11 the prospect of global history takes a new approach to the study of global history
seeking to apply it rather than advocate it the volume seeks perspectives on history from east asian and islamic sources as well as
european ones and insists on depth in historical analysis the prospect of global history will speak to those interested in medieval and
ancient history as well as modern history chapters range from historical sociology to economic history from medieval to modern times
from european expansion to constitutional history and from the united states across south asia to china
A Global History of Consumer Co-operation since 1850 2017-07-03 with contributions from over 30 scholars a global history of
consumer co operation surveys the origins and development of the consumer co operative movement throughout the world from the
mid nineteenth century until the present day
A Global History of Medicine 2018 the chapters included here were originally published in 2011 as the second section of the oxford
handbook of the history of medicine page vii
The Practice of Global History 2019-08-22 over recent decades almost every area of historical study has seen its global turn from
consumption to finance from politics to migration from social order to cultural patterns this volume reflects the vibrant state of global
history scholarship in europe and examines to what extent global history is practiced and conceptualised distinctively within europe
drawing together contributions from scholars from france germany hungary the netherlands switzerland and the uk the book offers a



sweeping overview of the state of the field in particular the contributors look at histories of colonialism and imperial expansion
knowledge circulation and mobility across borders this book reflects the diversity of current scholarship on global and transnational
history and will offer important insights for anyone interested in understanding the cutting edge of research in this area
Handbook Global History of Work 2017-11-20 coffee from east africa wine from california chocolate from the ivory coast all those
every day products are based on labour often produced under appalling conditions but always involving the combination of various
work processes we are often not aware of what is the day to day reality for workers in various parts of the world and how was it in the
past how do they work today and how did they work in the past these and many other questions comprise the field of the global
history of work a young discipline that is introduced with this handbook in 8 thematic chapters this book discusses these aspects of
work in a global and long term perspective paying attention to several kinds of work convict labour slave and wage labour labour
migration and workers of the textile industry but also workers organisation strikes and motivations for work are part of this first
handbook of global labour history written by the most renowned scholars of the profession
What Is Global History? 2016-01-12 the first comprehensive overview of the innovative new discipline of global history until very
recently historians have looked at the past with the tools of the nineteenth century but globalization has fundamentally altered our
ways of knowing and it is no longer possible to study nations in isolation or to understand world history as emanating from the west
this book reveals why the discipline of global history has emerged as the most dynamic and innovative field in history one that takes
the connectedness of the world as its point of departure and that poses a fundamental challenge to the premises and methods of
history as we know it what is global history provides a comprehensive overview of this exciting new approach to history the book
addresses some of the biggest questions the discipline will face in the twenty first century how does global history differ from other
interpretations of world history how do we write a global history that is not eurocentric yet does not fall into the trap of creating new
centrisms how can historians compare different societies and establish compatibility across space what are the politics of global
history this in depth and accessible book also explores the limits of the new paradigm and even its dangers the question of whom
global history should be written for and much more written by a leading expert in the field what is global history shows how by
understanding the world s past as an integrated whole historians can remap the terrain of their discipline for our globalized present
The Cambridge World History 2015-04-09 comprehensive account of the intense biological commercial and cultural exchanges and the
creation of global connections between 1400 and 1800
グローバル・ヒストリー 2021 グローバリゼーションがもたらす様々な問題に向き合い 乗り越えるための実践としての可能性を描きだす
Global Economic History 2018-11-01 what are the problems addressed by the growing field of global economic history what debates
and methodologies does it engage with as global economic history shows there are many answers to these questions riello and roy
alongside 20 leading academics from the us uk europe australia and japan explain why a global perspective matters to economic
history the impressive cast recruited by the editors brings together top scholars in their respective areas of expertise including john
mcneill patrick o brien and prasannan parthasarathi an ambitious scope of topics ranges from the great divergence to the rise of
global finance to the new world and the global silver economy chapters are organized both thematically divergence in global history
and emergence of a world economy and geographically regional perspectives on global economic change ensuring the global
perspective required on these challenging courses today the result is a textbook which provides students with a quick and confident



grasp of the field and its essential issues
Doing Global History 2019-10-31 the field of global history has experienced an unprecedented boom in the last two decades and
carved itself deeply into the practice of historical research despite this its conceptual foundations have rarely been explored this
introduction to what global history is brings together theory and practice with 6 key concepts delivered through 6 accessible case
studies re evaluating the central concerns and key approaches in the field it offers an up to date discussion of the foundations of
global history its guiding questions and principal methods at work doing global history offers students valuable insights into the ways
general concepts can be used and applied when doing historical research the 6 concepts connections actors structures space time and
transit and their accompanying examples will not only help readers to get a solid grasp of what global history means but will stimulate
further engagement in the field wenzlhuemer successfully shows that global history is best considered as a perspective not a theory or
paradigm and guides the reader through ways it can be used in practice to draw new and exciting conclusions tailored for classroom
and student use this book will be invaluable to advanced undergraduates and postgraduates of global history
In the Balance 1998 this is volume two of a two volume world history text the book takes a thematic approach exploring different
areas in a comparative manner and central themes are used to highlight the interconnectedness of the world s development across
cultures and time the approach is roughly chronological though the organization deals with broader comparative issues such as the
family the text explores how different parts of the world often follow similar paths even at different times and how similarities or
differences in development can be revealing about particular societies the book places less emphasis on political history and more on
social economic and cultural with coverage of gender and family and wide coverage of women s history the section openers have
comparative chronological charts to help keep the student oriented with respect to events in different parts of the world and learning
aids include debating the past boxes daily life boxes two four colour photo essays and marginal heads to help keep track of the
testable material volume two examines world history after 1500
How to Write the Global History of Knowledge-Making 2020-03-02 this multidisciplinary collection of essays provides a critical and
comprehensive understanding of how knowledge has been made moved and used by whom and for what purpose to explain how new
knowledge emerges this volume offers a two fold conceptual move challenging both the premise of insurmountable differences
between confined autarkic cultures and the linear nation centered approach to the spread of immutable stocks of knowledge rather
the conceptual focus of the book is on the circulation amalgamation and reconfiguration of locally shaped bodies of knowledge on a
broader global scale the authors emphasize that the histories of interaction have been made less transparent through the study of
cultural representations thus distorting the view of how knowledge is actually produced leading scholars from a range of fields
including history philosophy social anthropology and comparative culture research have contributed chapters which cover the period
from the early modern age to the present day and investigate settings in africa asia and europe their particular focus is on areas that
have largely been neglected until now in this work readers from many disciplines will find new approaches to writing the global
history of knowledge making especially historians scholars of the history and philosophy of science and those in culture studies
A Global History of Convicts and Penal Colonies 2018-05-17 this book is available as open access through the bloomsbury open access
programme and is available on bloomsburycollections com it is funded by the university of leicester between 1415 when the
portuguese first used convicts for colonization purposes in the north african enclave of ceuta to the 1960s and the dissolution of stalin



s gulags global powers including the spanish dutch portuguese british russians chinese and japanese transported millions of convicts
to forts penal settlements and penal colonies all over the world a global history of convicts and penal colonies builds on specific
regional archives and literatures to write the first global history of penal transportation the essays explore the idea of penal
transportation as an engine of global change in which political repression and forced labour combined to produce long term impacts
on economy society and identity they investigate the varied and interconnected routes convicts took to penal sites across the world
and the relationship of these convict flows to other forms of punishment unfree labour military service and indigenous incarceration
they also explore the lived worlds of convicts including work culture religion and intimacy and convict experience and agency
In the Balance 1998 this is volume one of a two volume world history text the book takes a thematic approach exploring different
civilizations in a comparative manner and central themes are used to highlight the interconnectedness of the world s development
across cultures and time the approach is roughly chronological though the organization deals with broader comparative issues such as
the family the text explores how different parts of the world often follow similar paths even at different times and how similarities or
differences in development can be revealing about particular societies for example a chapter on gods goddesses and god kings in asia
africa and the americas the book places less emphasis on political history and more on social economic and cultural with coverage of
gender and family the section openers have comparative chronological charts to help keep the student oriented with respect to events
in different parts of the world and learning aids include debating the past boxes daily life boxes two four colour photo essays and
marginal heads to help keep track of the testable material
Sources of Twentieth-century Global History 2002 with sources from around the globe this reader offers balanced coverage of the
events and developments that shaped the twentieth century special attention is devoted to women s activism including their
statements against chinese footbinding unfair educational and work opportunities in egypt the indian dowry system and abortion
restrictions under stalin treaties laws speeches literature political tracts letters and more make for a diverse pool of primary sources
back cover
The Human Record 2012 the human record is the leading primary source reader for the world history course providing balanced
coverage of the global past each volume contains a blend of visual and textual sources which are often paired or grouped together for
comparison
1989 2019-08-31 the collapse of the berlin wall has come to represent the entry of an isolated region onto the global stage on the
contrary this study argues that communist states had in fact long been shapers of an interconnecting world with 1989 instead marking
a choice by local elites about the form that globalisation should take published to coincide with the thirtieth anniversary of the 1989
revolutions this work draws on material from local archives to international institutions to explore the place of eastern europe in the
emergence since the 1970s of a new world order that combined neoliberal economics and liberal democracy with increasingly
bordered civilisational racial and religious identities an original and wide ranging history it explores the importance of the region s
links to the west east asia africa and latin america in this global transformation reclaiming the era s other visions such as socialist
democracy or authoritarian modernisation which had been lost in triumphalist histories of market liberalism
シリーズ・グローバルヒストリー3両岸の旅人: イスマイル・ユルバンと地中海の近代 2022-06-09 19世紀の地中海を舞台に国や地域を越えて活動しつつも 人びとの記憶から忘れられた一人の人物が残した言葉からつむぐグローバルヒストリー
ヨーロッパの植民地支配 キリスト教圏とイスラーム圏の相克 そして 奴隷制と人種主義といった現代世界に影を落とす近代史上の大問題をとらえかえす



Globalization in World History 2016-07-15 in this revised edition of globalization in world history peter stearns explores the roots of
contemporary globalization examining shifts in the global flow of people goods and ideas as early as 1000 ce exploring how four
moments in history have accelerated the process of globalization stearns s narrative details how factors such as economics migration
disease transmission culture the environment and politics have influenced the nature of globalization as we understand it today this
revised and updated second edition includes a broadened discussion of regional reactions to globalization anchoring the topic in world
history and allowing for discussions of nationalism a detailed look at the effects of globalization on the environment an expanded
analysis of athletics youth culture and the problems of globalization today a supplementary online chapter by chapter reading guide
which provides additional background context and support for readers with an interdisciplinary approach that links political
sociological and historical perspectives stearns s book provides an ideal overview of the current state of globalization and the
historical factors that have shaped it
Discovering the Global Past 2011-03-14 this successful world history reader in the popular discovering series contains a six part
pedagogical framework that guides students through the process of historical inquiry and explanation each chapter is organized
within the same pedagogical framework the problem background the method the evidence questions to consider and epilogue the text
emphasizes historical study as interpretation rather than memorization of data the fourth edition integrates new documents and
revised coverage throughout while the comparative chapters contribute to a more thorough and balanced examination of global
history important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version
Ways of the World: A Brief Global History with Sources, Combined Volume 2015-10-02 ways of the world is one of the most successful
and innovative textbooks for world history the brief by design narrative is truly global and focuses on significant historical trends
themes and developments in world history authors robert w strayer a pioneer in the world history movement with years of classroom
experience along with new co author eric w nelson a popular and skilled teacher provide a thoughtful and insightful synthesis that
helps students see the big picture while teaching students to consider the evidence the way historians do
Conceptualizing Global History 2004-01-01 looking from the 11th century to the 20th century kuroda explores how money was used
and how currencies evolved in transactions within local communities and in broader trade networks the discussion covers asia europe
and africa and highlights an impressive global interconnectedness in the pre modern era as well as the modern age drawing on a
remarkable range of primary and secondary sources kuroda reveals that cash transactions were not confined to dealings between
people occupying different roles in the division of labour for example shopkeepers and farmers rather that peasants were in fact great
users of cash even in transactions between themselves the book presents a new categorization framework for aligning exchange
transactions with money usage choices this fascinating monograph will be of great interest to advanced students and researchers of
economic history financial history global history and monetary studies
A Global History of Money 2020-03-23 the second half of the twentieth century was dominated by the unfolding drama of the cold war
from the berlin blockade to the fall of the berlin wall a booming global economy has had its sinister shadow in the apparently insoluble
crises that havebeset much of the third world above all peace in the west has been offset by wars of unbelievable murderousness
elsewhere reynolds account is both an overview of the trends underlying this spectacular and awful variety and an insight into the



lives led in its midst
One World Divisible 2015-09-24 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できま
せん 帝国史の課題は何か 政治 軍事 外交から社会 文化へのブリテン帝国史革命 国内史から帝国史への帝国論的転回 さらにはトランスナショナル ヒストリーやグローバル ヒストリーの大胆な試行と グローバル化の展開に応じて変容を遂げた帝国史研
究の最前線を追跡 そして これから何をなすべきかを提示する
ブリテン帝国史のいま――グローバル・ヒストリーからポストコロニアルまで 2021-03-30
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